Did You Catch the Fever?

Veronica Raquel
TechNews Writer

E to the X, D to the..." If you don’t know what words follow this line by the end of this week, you soon will. That’s right, it is time once again for Homecoming IIT style. Time to dust off that school pride and ask yourself, "Do you have Scarlet Fever?" You guessed it. Homecoming 2002 is appropriately themed Scarlet Fever and it promises not to disappoint.

Spirit Teams made up of various students will spend the week participating in wacky competitions all in the name of IIT pride. The weeklong activities kick off Sunday September 29th with the window painting competition. Each team has a different building in which to display spirit through art. Monday is a big day with the Pep Rally in the HUB cafeteria and the nominations for Homecoming King and Queen. Magician Mike Hammer returns to MC the event, which will have everyone singing the fight song by the end of the day. Voting also begins for King and Queen, so start campaigning for your friends.

Tuesday’s lunchtime event is the Chubby Bunny contest. Come see which IIT student has the biggest mouth. That evening, at 7 pm, hypnotist Chris Carter will be performing in the HUB Auditorium and will surely keep you spellbound.

Wednesday kicks it up a notch with the ever-popular carnival games on the Quad. The Spirit teams will be running a relay unlike any you have seen before. Thursday will feature a tug of war and of course, Thursday night in the Bog.

Friday is the big day. The whole reason for Homecoming! The parade! Oh yeah, and the Volleyball game. Join the entire campus as well as IIT Alumni for a giant picnic at Keating before the game. The cafeteria will be closed, so if you want some food, you have to come! But that’s ok because there is some fluid which the body replaces within 24 hours. Therefore, it is not a good idea to practice vigorously or compete athletically within 24 hours of giving blood. Donating blood does not affect long term physical health at all. There is no possibility of a blood donor getting AIDS from giving blood, as all equipment is sterile. A person is not restricted from donating blood if he has been smoking marijuana or drinking alcohol moderately, as long as that person is feeling well. Also, taking oral contraceptives and menstruating on the day of blood drive does not restrict women from donating blood as long as they are feeling well. However, those people who got a tattoo or a piercing within one year of the blood drive date are not eligible for donation due to a possibility of exposure to hepatitis.

Did we mention the dress days? Every day is a different dress. If you dress up a UB member might just surprise you with a reward, so be prepared. Monday: "Summer Day." Tuesday: "Night Out." Thursday: "Flashback Day." Friday: "IIT Pride Day." If you complain about not having enough events on this campus, this is a week you won’t want to miss.

Red Cross Blood Drive Gives Life

Ashrana Arasa
TechNews Writer

A mERICAN RED CROSS Blood Drive was held on campus on September 23 at McCormick Hall Village Lounge. This drive brought in 65 people donating blood. The total collection was 64 usable pints, 128 saved lives.

The event took place from 10 am to 4 pm and was sponsored by the Residence Life office and Kappa Phi Delta. It was facilitated by student coordinator Gwen Heyer and a team of RAs, as well as students from Kappa Phi Delta who volunteered at registration, refreshments, and as donor aides. Charge Nurse Marianne from Red Cross said, "We get a lot of collection from this country needs blood. Everyday, over 1500 blood donations are transfused to patients in Chicago hospitals. The Red Cross meets with the demand of more sponsors every year to hold blood drives and help save lives.

A blood donor temporarily loses blood which the body replaces within 24 hours. Therefore, it is not a good idea to practice vigorously or compete athletically within 24 hours of giving blood. Donating blood does not affect long term physical health at all. There is no possibility of a blood donor getting AIDS from giving blood, as all equipment is sterile. A person is not restricted from donating blood if he has been smoking marijuana or drinking alcohol moderately, as long as that person is feeling well. Also, taking oral contraceptives and menstruating on the day of blood drive does not restrict women from
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Changing Reality

Paul Kroenke
TechNews Writer

Last semester, I wrote an article for this newspaper wherein I addressed and criticized the school for the financial situation at the time. Needless to say, I took a lot of heat from many different people for that article. A lot of what I heard were statements from people in organizations that make formal decisions regarding life at IIT. These comments ranged from, "You don't know what you're talking about" to "Maybe you should research some facts before you write things like that."

Many of the rest of you, those who are not quite so involved, told me that my article was entirely justified because it was based not only on my own perception of things that were happening at the school, but of many of the other "common" students' perception as well. When an organization such as IIT is dealing with the masses, how it is perceived, no matter the facts, is the reality the organization is forced to deal with.

On this note, IIT is not an organization that is run by its students as having things under control. IIT is not a school that many students attend and are proud to say they attend. Many people all across campus wish IIT were more like a state school, wish it had more of a "college atmosphere". However, the "college atmosphere" that so many of you seek does not exist just on its own. The buzz of life and expectation that fun is just around the corner that you might feel on a larger campus comes from the students themselves, their attitude toward the school. There is not a whole lot the school can do to make the atmosphere better, other than take suggestions from the students and provide the money. We have a new coffee shop, in its beginning stages, a suggestion by the students, taken into account and acted upon by the school. For those of you that don't know, the Midnite Grind is currently set up in the HUB. It doesn't look too bad either for kind of just sitting there for now. Nice furniture, nice lighting, a nice atmosphere. The school is making strides to improve on a social level. Now it's your turn.

At every turn I hear complaints about the school and organizations within it, and have to objectify myself in order to tell you what I think. I complained about Tech News before. I write and edit for it now. I'm acting to make it better. It will take action on the part of the students of IIT to instill a better atmosphere at this school. It does nothing for you to sit back, play video games in your room, and complain about how there is nothing else for you to do because there is nothing to do on campus. There is a lot to do if you look for it. Organizations such as the Student Government, the Arts Club, and the rest all provide something fun for you to do, as well as people to socialize with. Clubs on campus do not interest you? My viewpoint is that we are provided a U-PASS by the school that can be used endlessly until the end of the semester to take advantage of one of the greatest cities in the world. The whole of Chicago is our campus. IIT is here for our education, the city for our entertainment. On top of this, the school provides discounted tickets to events around the city all the time. You need only read your email every day to see what announcements are made about such events, and if they interest you or not.

The social argument aside, many people dislike the school on an educational level. As far as this goes, I am generally dumbfounded by the argument that this school is subpar educationally. IIT is an engineering school. Until you get into your senior level classes and graduate research, everything you learn here are basic facts. It is going to be exactly the same no matter where you learn it. It is because the tests here are harder than they might have been at other schools, and that the grading is done with more scrutiny, that many of you complain. However, when you graduate from IIT, where you went to school on scholarship, and that prestige goes down on your resume, you are chosen for a job over someone from a state school, I doubt the complaints will remain.

IIT has a poor atmosphere only because you perceive it to have one. When you raise your head above the noxious fumes of that misperception, and act to involve yourself in making the school what you want it to be, it becomes a much better place. I am in my fourth year here, and am receiving a top-notch education, on scholarships, and involve myself in school related activities that interest me, and leave the rest to others. I go out around Chicago (my U-PASS will have paid for itself in about a week) and have fun. I like this school. I hope many of you do as well, or can learn to like it. Common perception becomes reality. Change your perception of IIT, and you will change reality.
Staff Profile: John Baworowsky

IIT's New Dean of Enrollment and Student Affairs

Sohan D'Souza
TechNews Writer

John Baworowsky, the new Vice President of Enrollment and Student Affairs at Illinois Tech, was attracted to the university two years ago by the new prospects and challenges. Now, he tells his life story, reveals his observations on Illinois Tech and how it has changed over the years in his absence, and unveils his vision for the future of the university.

Baworowsky, native of Chicago, went to St. Patrick High School. In grade school and high school in the Pacific Northwest, he was in a rock band called "Sensations". Baworowsky earned a Bachelor of Science degree in biology from Chicago's Loyola University in December 1980. As an undergraduate, he was the editor of the yearbook and an active student leader, which sparked his interest in higher education.

The Dean of Students at Loyola encouraged him to go to graduate school and study higher education administration. He decided to do just that at the University of Miami in Florida, where he earned a Master of Science in education degree in two majors: higher education administration and college student personnel. At the University of Miami, he had a graduate assistantship in student activities, and did research for the office of admission.

After graduation Illinois Tech invited him for two jobs: Assistant Director of the Hub, and Program Coordinator at the Admissions Office. He accepted both, and worked in that capacity for two years until 1984. In that year, a school in the western suburbs called Benedictine University (then called Illinois Benedictine College) employed Baworowsky as Coordinator of Freshman Recruitment. He stayed at Benedictine for nine years, the first four of which he spent in Admissions, and the remaining five as Public Relations Director. He also taught communications, public speaking, advertising and public relations writing classes there, and was active in helping students plan events on campus.

He says that one of the biggest things he did there was bring Moving Images and Dana Carvey to campus to do "Wayne's World" show.

In 1992, Baworowsky moved to Aurora University in Aurora, Illinois, where he worked as Public Relations Director from 1992 to 1995. In 1995, he moved to his most recent job at North Park University, where he stayed for the last seven years. At North Park, he taught classes for the communications department.

After six months there, the University President requested him to temporarily take on the position of Acting Dean of Admissions. Baworowsky accepted, and his appointment as Acting Dean of Admissions resulted in the university's most successful enrollment year ever. The President convinced him to stay full time, and appointed him Vice President for Admissions and Financial Aid.

From 1999 to the present day, he has been working for Noel Levitz, a consulting company that works with universities to help them analyze and increase their rates of enrollment. He uses mathematical analysis and marketing analysis to help schools find the most productive direction to head in order to grow their enrollments. Once a year, he teaches an internet course in higher education marketing communications at the University of Florida's graduate school.

In Spring 2002, a consulting company that did work for Illinois Tech suggested he and Illinois Tech President Lew Collins have lunch together to talk about the enrollment needs at IIT. He decided that Collins was someone he would enjoy working with, and a few weeks later, in May, he was back at Illinois Tech where his career began in 1982.

Having "come full circle" in returning to Illinois Tech after nearly twenty years, he says that the most striking changes he has noticed are the constructions of new buildings around campus, the new Biomedical Engineering Department, and the new President. He sees a stronger commitment to and a re-focusing on undergraduate education, as well as a general focus on student success. He says that the students have a higher academic level than they did twenty years ago.

Baworowsky notes that one thing that surprised him in a bad way was how much smaller the undergraduate population has become. In 1984, for instance, he says the incoming class consisted of 750 freshmen. Last fall, though, the number of entering freshmen was only 293. This fall, he says that he worked with the staff to bring it up to 365 entering freshmen.

Baworowsky likes light boating, and has his own boat house on a lake in Wisconsin. He is interested in photography, a hobby that has benefitted the students at the university. He has plans to talk about some of the changes that will be made when the new student center is completed, and the new kitchen and restaurants are opened within.

He has traveled around the world, and it has given him a good perspective on the aesthetics of the campus. Baworowsky says that he needs to learn more about the architecture of the buildings and the landscaping.

He admits that more work needs to be done, and that a fresh coat of paint needs to be put on over the buildings, and that a few things need to be polished and brought into the 21st century, while preserving the original Mies heritage. He says that in the future, people will come to the campus to see the work of Renzo Piano and give him a tour.

He also notes that the surrounding neighborhood is getting a lot better.

He applauds the IPRO program and the inter-professional themes that have been a defining characteristic of Illinois Tech education as one of the big improvements in the last twenty years. He says that working with people from different professions, as it is in the real world, can only make someone a better functioning person.
Alumni Fest 2002 Schedule of Events

Friday, October 4th

PECK LECTURE - HUB Auditorium 4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
This year’s Peck Lecture will be given by Professor Klavs F. Jensen, professor of chemical engineering and materials science and engineering from MIT.

HOMECOMING! - Parking lot of the Keating Sports Center 6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
We will be celebrating Homecoming with the annual tailgate party. Then we’ll all join together to support our Scarlet Hawks as they take on the Maroons from the University of Chicago, 7:30 p.m in the gym.

Saturday, October 5th

ALUMNI BUSINESS EXPO - Hermann Union Building 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
AlumniFest is proud to present a new opportunity: The Alumni Business Expo. Tables will be available for business displays allowing alumni to share the “ins and outs” of their particular business.

ROUNDTABLES: Safety-Weather-Development
IIT will host roundtable discussions at ALumniFest this year on Saturday. You can choose to attend one or more of three different discussions to be held in the Hermann Union Building.

9.11.02 How We Are Safer Now - 9:30 a.m. - 10:45 a.m.
Panel of Security Experts

What You Always Wanted To Know About Weather But Were Afraid To Ask - 11:00 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.
Tom Skilling WGN, Paul Konrad WGN, Jerry Taft ABC, Harry Volkman WFLD. Moderator: Roger Triemstra, ME ‘52, retired WGN weatherman

Current Planning and Development in Chicago - 1:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Dirk Lohan, architect, Lohan Caprile Goetsch IIT trustee; Ed Uehler, Open Lands Program and Corlans IIT architecture faculty; Tom Walker, ARCH ‘77, commissioner, City of Chicago Department of Aviation; and Alicia Mazur Berg, commissioner, City of Chicago Department of Aviation. Moderator: Ed Keegan, architecture critic.

YOU'RE INVITED TO ALUMNIFEST 2002
A great time to utilize one of your greatest resources—your network of IIT alumni and friends.
ACROSS:
1. carnivorous animal
6. thickest digit on human hand
8. way of thinking
10. radio detection and ranging
12. container with high explosives
13. corpse
14. tell the story
15. 3 feet
19. also known as
21. skilled warrior
22. not closed
24. announcement of death
26. beaten egg dish
27. vast amount of time
28. assemble people

DOWN:
2. act riotously
3. rocky object orbiting Sun
4. solid part of sour milk
5. requiring great effort
6. one who serves in a bar
9. magnetite
11. set of numbers arranged in order
14. turning motion
15. intervene to resolve conflict
17. more violently
18. conspicuous, obvious
20. formal, humorless
23. loop in rope
25. pull sharply

Wired 4 Sound Cafe
244 West 26th St.
312-842-1260
MON - SAT 10:30 AM - 12 AM
Free Delivery • Dine In • Take Out
Espresso Coffees • Sandwiches • Desserts

LIVE Original Music By
Amanda Sena
Oct. 5 9 - 12 AM

Reservations for meetings or parties being taken
Want to host a Poetry or Jam Night? CALL US!

Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle
Opposes Bush's Resolution Against Iraq
John Barowski con’t

when they graduate and enter the real working world. He thinks that Illinois Tech’s IPRO programs are distinctive and set it apart from other technological universities. He mentions that other schools are starting to copy IPRO programs, using Illinois Tech as a model.

Baworowsky says that he is very much into computers, especially Apple computers, and wants to be the “guy who’s bringing apples back.” He also takes the Illinois Tech Shuttlebus everyday, since he uses the Metra, so he will be one of the regular faces there. He is working on a new series of publications that will come out in the spring, a ten-minute video on the school, and couple of interactive CD-ROM’s specific to architectural engineering.

Baworowsky would like to see more activities on campus at Illinois Tech, and wants to learn from the students about what they are interested in seeing and hearing, saying that he would basically like to act as a facilitator for the students.

Baworowsky office is located in Perlstein Hall, Room 223. You can also contact him at baworowsky@iit.edu or johnb@iit.edu.

Football con’t

last year, won its games by finding a way. So again, they found a way, with quarterback Tom Brady amassing 410 yards passing in overtime. Brady, by the way, is currently on pace to break Dan Marino’s record for passing yards in a season.

But enough about statistics. Numbers mean nothing in the game that we have justly turned into our new national past-time. Winning is what matters in football, no matter how you do it. Winning pretty, like the Patriots did in their first two games, or winning ugly, like they did in game three, matters not. The fact is they won and will continue to win. The Patriots are on a roll, clicking on both sides of the ball. They have it right now. Everything they are doing is right. They don’t just think they are going to win every game they play; they know it. At least until they step onto the field with the Dolphins anyway. I’ll probably flip-flop more times than a presidential candidate come that game. Ooh, that one is next week. Good times.

Sign up for AT&T Local Phone Service and receive a $25 BILL CREDIT.

Live off-campus and need local phone service?
Call AT&T at 1 866 257-2408, ext. 27319 to establish AT&T Local Phone Service. And ask how to get your $25 BILL CREDIT!

Already have local phone service?
Switch to AT&T and you won’t even have to change your phone number!

Call
1 866 257-2408
27319

AT&T College Communications
your choice. your world. your voice.

Local Phone Service — Long Distance — Calling Features

AT&T Local Phone Service not available in all areas. The $25 credit applies to your first full month’s service. The bill credit cannot be greater than your first month’s Local Phone Service charge. This offer expires 10/31/02.
The Race is On at Parkside Invitational

Lauren Raatz
TechNews Writer

It was an amazing sight to watch the beginning of last weekend’s cross-country race from the top of the first hill of the course. About three hundred fifty runners in bright orange vests ran across the starting line. As soon as the gun went off, it was like a massive wave of colors charging up the hill with such force that you only hoped you weren’t still standing in the way when they passed by. IIT runners competed well, with some runners cutting off over two minutes of their previous race times. The race was held at University of Wisconsin-Parkside, which is also used as the course for the national competition in November. Thirty men competed in the women’s division, with IIT placing twenty-sixth. The IIT men’s team placed twenty-ninth among thirty-two teams.

This is the first 5K race this season for the IIT women’s cross-country team, so it’s not that unusual to standardize on improving on the race of the season. Melissa Soggins finished first for IIT placing 220 out of 334 runners overall with a great time of 23:33. Lauren Raatz finished next for IIT with a time of 22:52, followed by Susan Lewis at 23:57, Sarah Roudebush at 24:08, Ioana Nicolaeescu at 24:24, Kim Smith at 24:34, Briandy Callies at 25:41, Dyanna Williams at 26:46 and Neva Wheeler at 30:07.

There were 364 runners competing in the women’s division with top runner, Seth Carpenter, placing 216 among them finishing his 8K with a time of 30:05. Also keeping consistent with last week’s times, Wendell Holmes finished next for IIT at 31:17. Jared Gardner had an amazing race taking almost a full two minutes off his time from last race to finish just behind Wendell at 31:55. Mackie Derrick finished next at 31:57, followed by Doug Meyer at 32:29, Lance Pickens at 33:35, Brent Lagesse at 35:57 and Johan Leonard at 43:01. Congratulations to the men’s team on their great improvements. Next race is held on September 28th in Beloit Wisconsin. Good luck Hawks!

IT Soccer Team Overpowers Trinity Christian

Jeff Bregman
TechNews Writer

On September 26th, 15 members of the IT Soccer Team met at Trinity Christian College for an afternoon game. The Hawks emerged from the game victorious by a score of 3-1. The team came out aggressive and Fernando Rodriguez, a 5th year student majoring in Electrical Engineering, scored the game’s first goal in the 8th minute to put the Hawks up 1-0. The rest of the first half saw only a drought as no more goals were scored by either team.

Frustrated with the team’s inability to score in the rest of the half, Captain Alex Franco, a 3rd year Computer Science major, made a halftime speech which focused on the need for everyone to come together. The team heeded Alex’s advice, keeping it simple by making easy passes to players who “were not getting support” them following for a good team flow throughout the second half.

About fifteen minutes into the second half, Trinity scored a fluke goal off of an indirect kick, on which freshman Goalie Bob Zaprilz was screening a player with Trinity players gave him an elbow to the jaw. The Hawks retaliated with about 15 minutes left in the game when Fernando Rodriguez scored a 2nd goal off of a long throw in from Fourth year Helmut Mayer Jr. The 3rd goal for IIT was scored by Iker Gil, a 5th year Architecture major. This last goal was scored with about five minutes to go, making it nearly impossible for the Trojans of Trinity Christian to come back.

The Man of the Match for IIT was Miguel Sendis, a fifth year Architecture student. Miguel controlled the ball very well in the middle of the field for the Hawks and a couple of his plays led to goals. Junior Aron Ahmadia, Freshman Ryan George, Sophomore Patrick Brown, and graduate student Antoni Fertner, all played excellent defense during the game. Goalie Zaprilz only touched the ball a few times and never had any decent shots taken on him, because of the defensive effort of Ahmadia, George, Brown and Fertner. Jacek Dzikowski also played well on the offensive side of the field, making a lot of good runs and making good crossing passes to other players.

Best in Footba

Paul Kroenke
Sports Editor

Last year, one of the best Super Bowls ever ended on a last second field goal by Adam Vinatieri. The Patriots celebrated. The Rams and the Steelers began making excuses as to why each lost to such a sub-par team. Off-season bantering led to the entertainment of many, as players and coaches alike attempted to find the reason why the Patriots rose from nowhere to sit atop the mountain that is the NFL. The Rams - that unstoppable, unflappable offensive juggernaut excused the Super Bowl loss, claiming that New England hadn’t won the game but they, the Rams, had lost it. Meanwhile, the Pittsburgh Steelers, a dominating defense last year, was improved with the addition of linebacker James Farrior. The players boasted about how much more talented they were than the Patriots, ultimately culminating in one of the more profound statements I’ve heard from any sports figure ever, when receiver Hines Ward proclaimed, “We basically went to the Super Bowl last year.”

Now granted, when the playoffs rolled around last year, no team looked more intimidating than the Steelers. The question was, could they knock off the Rams? That question never needed to be answered. The Patriots answered it for everyone. The now defending Super Bowl champions went into the big game, and did what they had done all of last year. They found a way to win. The big question in the off season was, now that every other team was out to get them, and they could no longer sneak up on their opponents, would the Patriots still find a way to win?

Question asked, question answered, and with authority. In week one, the Patriots went up against the vaunted Steelers team on the NFL’s prominent showcase, Monday Night Football, and proceeded to shred that game completely, dominating, dominating, dominating, for nearly 300 yards, coasting to a 30-14 victory. Week two saw New England go up against the tough Jets team, and blow them out handily, 44-7. Trouble reared its head last Sunday against the Chiefs, as lowly Kansas City somehow managed to take the Patriots to overtime. However, this was the team that, all

IIT Volleyball Results

September 24, 02

IIT vs. Barat College

IIT defeated Barat College

Game 1  Game 2  Game 3
30-15  30-26  30-16

Key Stats:

Devonie McLarty 12 kills
Amanda Bieberich 9 kills
Lauren Joyce 34 assists, 11 aces
Jennifer Wanzek 6 blocks

September 26, 02

IIT vs. University of St. Francis

IIT Lost to Univ. of St. Francis

Game 1  Game 2  Game 3
24-30  27-30  30-22

Key Stats:

Jackie Lange 11 kills, 18 digs
Allie Lauer 10 kills
Lauren Joyce 36 assists
Jennifer Wanzek 5 blocks
Amanda Bieberich 5 blocks
Devonie McLarty 3 aces